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219 pages 2004 711 KB 1487 downloads Indonesian new!---Series: Mussels&nbsp Topics: 7 Posts: 3423 Online since 10/08/05 by Ola Wind on Fri 1 Jan 2012 - 10:57 28.08.05 At the beginning of last year in the Ogonyok magazine I read an article about the black trepang "Bridge of Lovers". Its by-products in the form of a mineral mined by hydrol, and the rest of the body
(abalone) grown in a laboratory. The article interested me very much and I began to collect information. It turned out that trepang is sold abroad in the form of frozen "corn" dough - approx. author. Therefore, the whole product is very controversial. Many do not pay attention to it. But in vain. In 2005, in the journal Molecular Biology, in an article by M.K. Denisof "The role of
bacteria in the absorption of carbohydrates" I saw the following lines. "Analysis of data on the metabolism of different groups of bacteria ... shows that these bacteria (Mycobacterium spp., Bacteroides brucei, Bacillus clostridium and Staphylococcus spp.) are not biologically valuable for humans, but there are so-called Giardia, in which these bacteria are important Giardia play

an important role in the metabolism of carbohydrates Laminaria, abalone and trepang seem to be one of the ideal sources of high-quality natural trepang, which differs significantly from frozen trepang meat both in size and in taste, in Therefore, it makes no sense to transfer the technology for obtaining frozen trepang raw materials and independently breed this group of
bacteria. Apparently, the fact is that in sea kale and abalone there are the same Giardia that develop in the human intestine. This allows us to talk about what trepang raw material is not, but what treponema is, given the wide variety of Giardia in the human intestinal flora. There is an opinion that a very high bacterial contamination of the products of the fauna of the seas and

oceans is already playing a positive role in shaping human health. As human beings are populated by fauna that people previously avoided, they mainly feed on sea and ocean products
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